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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
BEFORE THE 

FEDERAL ENERGY REGULATORY COMMISSION 
 

 ) 
New York Independent System Operator, Inc. )   Docket Nos. ER22-772-000 
             )  and ER22-772-001 
 

COMMENTS OF NATURAL RESOURCES DEFENSE COUNCIL  
ON NYISO’S RESPONSE TO DEFICIENCY LETTER AND  

MOTION FOR LEAVE TO RESPOND TO ANSWERS AND RESPONSE  
 

Pursuant to Rule 211 of the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission’s (“FERC” or 

“Commission”) Rules of Practice and Procedure, and the schedule set forth in the Combined 

Notice of Filings #1,1 Natural Resources Defense Council (“NRDC”) submits comments on New 

York Independent System Operator, Inc.’s (“NYISO”) tariff amendment filing in the above-

captioned proceeding,2 as supplemented by NYISO’s March 11, 2022 deficiency letter response 

(collectively, Comprehensive Mitigation Review or “CMR” filing).3 These comments also 

respond to answers to NYISO’s initial Section 205 filing in this proceeding. To the extent 

necessary, NRDC moves, pursuant to Rules 212 and 213 of the Commission’s Rules of Practice 

and Procedure,4 for leave to file these comments and answer.  

In these comments, NRDC answers NYISO’s response to the deficiency letter and 

comments filed by other parties in this proceeding to address two specific points. First, as 

NYISO and others admit, NYISO’s proposed tariff revisions creates a material defect in the 

Installed Capacity (“ICAP”) to Unforced Capacity (“UCAP”) translation calculation, which 

renders the proposal unjust and unreasonable as filed. Second, although NRDC continues to 

 
1 Combined Notice of Filings #1 (Mar. 14, 2022), Accession No. 20220314-3059. 
2 NYISO, Excluding Certain Resources from the “Buyer-Side” Capacity Market Power Mitigation Measures, 
Adopting a Marginal Capacity Accreditation Market Design, and Enhancing Capacity Reference Point Price 
Translation (Jan. 5, 2022) (“NYISO Proposal” or “Filing”), Accession No. 20220105-5146. 
3 NYISO, Resp. to the Comm’n Staff’s February 9, 2022 Letter and Submission of Revised Tariff Records (Mar. 11, 
2022) (“Deficiency Response”), Accession No. 20220311-5224. 
4 18 C.F.R. §§ 385.212, 213.  
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agree that marginal capacity accreditation methodologies generally present significant concerns, 

as described in the January 26, 2021 comments of Clean Energy Advocates (“CEA”), NRDC 

clarifies in this filing its belief that if the material tariff defect regarding ICAP to UCAP 

translation is cured, NYISO’s conceptual proposal to use marginal accreditation is an acceptable 

approach in light of the unique particularities of NYISO’s single-state market context and 

prompt capacity market design.  

I. MOTION FOR LEAVE TO FILE RESPONSE  
 
Comments on the NYISO CMR filing were filed by numerous interested parties, 

including CEA. The CEA comments, in part, share concerns about the marginal accreditation 

component of the NYISO Proposal, and several parties motioned for leave to respond and 

responded to these concerns. Some of these responses offer argument and associated materials 

that could introduce confusion into the record, while others make points that have informed 

NRDC’s position. Based on these comments and NYISO’s deficiency response, NRDC writes 

separately from the other CEAs to clarify our position on the capacity accreditation portion of 

NYISO’s CMR filing. The Commission has accepted answers and responses to comments in 

Section 205 proceedings when they assist the Commission’s understanding and resolution of the 

issues raised,5 clarify issues under consideration,6 or otherwise materially aid the Commission’s 

disposition of a matter.7 NRDC, therefore, respectfully requests leave to file this limited response 

to comments submitted in this proceeding. 

 

 
5 See Sw. Power Pool, Inc., 89 FERC ¶ 61,284 (Dec. 17, 1999). 
6 See Ariz. Pub. Serv. Co., 82 FERC ¶ 61,132 (Feb. 12, 1998). 
7 See El Paso Nat. Gas Co., 82 FERC ¶ 61,052 (Jan. 23, 1998). 
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II. COMMENTS AND ANSWER 
 

A. NYISO’s Market Is Unique 
 

As many parties in this proceeding recognize, NYISO’s capacity market context and 

construct is materially different from other Independent System Operators (“ISO”) / Regional 

Transmission Organizations (“RTO”), and its uniqueness makes application of the marginal 

accreditation methodology conceptually acceptable.8 NYISO’s unique context involves the 

collective effect of three critical elements: (1) it is a single-state ISO; (2) it is wholly located in a 

state with comprehensive and ambitious climate and clean energy policies that are driving an 

unprecedented transition of the resource mix; and (3) it has a unique prompt capacity market 

design that differs significantly in function and purpose from forward capacity markets. These 

attributes, unique to NYISO, make application of marginal accreditation potentially acceptable, 

in contrast to its potentially problematic application in other RTOs/ISOs that lack these 

mitigating factors. 

First, NYISO is a single-state ISO that is wholly located within New York State. This 

matters because the Federal Power Act reserves to states—not the Commission—authority over 

generation, and New York State has numerous laws and regulations affecting generation and 

supply.9 These policies produce significant revenues and costs for the various power supply 

resources that serve consumers in New York State. Like all ISOs, NYISO has a duty to design 

market rules that practically function alongside state policies affecting generation and resource 

adequacy, but the relationship between market rules and state policies is tighter in a single-state 

 
8 See NYISO Filing at 29–30; Supporting Comments of Indep. Power Producers of New York (“IPPNY”), Inc., at 
11 (Jan. 26, 2022) (“IPPNY Comments”), Accession No. 20220126-5113; id. at Ex. 1, Aff. of Mark D. Younger ¶ 
14 (“Younger Aff.”); see also Deficiency Response at 16. 
9 16 U.S.C. § 824(b)(1); Hughes v. Talen Energy Mktg. LLC, 136 S. Ct. 1288, 1299–1300 (2016) (Sotomayor, J., 
concurring) (“The Federal Power Act authorizes the States to regulate energy production.”). 
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ISO operating in the context of a uniform set of laws and regulations that impact its markets and 

resource adequacy responsibilities. 

Second, New York State laws and regulations are driving a rapid transition of the 

resource mix in the Empire State. The Climate Leadership and Community Protection Act 

(“CLCPA”) requires the resource mix to be 100% Public Policy Resources by 2040 when all 

electricity supply must be zero emission.10 New York also has a host of other laws and policies 

that drive resource entry and exit.11 According to NYISO, “It is already apparent . . . that the 

CLCPA and regulations adopted under it will drive resource investment and retirement decisions 

and, ultimately, the composition of the overall resource mix in New York.”12 NRDC therefore 

agrees with NYISO that these state policies, rather than NYISO’s markets, are “expected to be 

the principal driver of changes to the resource mix in New York State over the next two 

decades.”13  

The Commission has similarly found that New York State laws and policy are the 

principal driver of resource entry and exit in NYISO’s markets.14 In the recent rehearing order 

concerning Part A of the mitigation exemption test under Buyer-Side Mitigation rules, the 

Commission found that “Public Policy Resources are now more likely to be constructed than 

their non-Public Policy Resource counterparts due to favorable laws and policies governing 

siting, operation, and financing.”15 Indeed, the Commission agreed with NYISO that “the effect 

of [New York’s] laws and policies is that Public Policy Resources ‘are more likely to be built 

 
10 S.B. 6599, 2019–2020 Reg. Sess. (N.Y. 2019) (codified as Ch. 106, L. 2019). 
11 See Comments of Clean Energy Advocates, at 5–7 (Jan. 26, 2022) (“CEA Comments”), Accession No. 20220126-
5218; see also id. at 15–17. 
12 NYISO Filing at 13. 
13 Id. at 3.  
14 This includes enactment of the CLCPA, the Accelerated Renewable Energy Growth and Community Benefit Act, 
which provides for a consolidated and accelerated environmental review and permitting process for “Major 
Renewable Energy Facilities”, and the New York State Department of Environmental Conservation’s Peaker Rule. 
15 NYISO, 178 FERC ¶ 61,101, ¶ 18 (Feb. 17, 2022). 
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and become operational, even if they do not have the lowest Net CONE’ and ‘are also more 

likely to have firm off-takers and receive favorable financing terms from private lenders.’”16 

Importantly, the Commission concluded that NYISO’s market rules can consider material 

differences in the likelihood of Public Policy Resources and non-Public Policy Resources being 

developed and entering service.17 The Commission further confirmed that NYISO may 

implement market rules based on this distinction that “minimize artificial capacity surpluses” and 

“produce more efficient, lower cost long run outcomes that benefit consumers.”18 

Third, NYISO’s prompt capacity market design is unique and distinct from the multistate, 

forward-looking capacity markets of PJM Interconnection, LLC (“PJM”) and ISO New England. 

Due to the overall structure of the NYISO’s capacity market design, and the rules used to set the 

composition of resources that will be included in the installed reserve margin (“IRM”) database 

each year, there is a high level of alignment between the suppliers that participate in the auctions 

and the suppliers that actually operate in the Capability Year.19 This is in direct contrast to the 

forward auctions that are used to procure the vast majority of capacity in the neighboring 

markets where a unit that receives an obligation in the mandatory auction three years ahead of 

the obligation period might not have completed its construction yet.20 

As NYISO explained in its deficiency response, “the NYISO’s prompt capacity market 

construct, where all resources participating in the capacity market are, with rare exception, 

already existing and interconnected at the time of auction and therefore represented in the 

reliability model used to determine accreditation, means that NYISO’s accreditation analysis will 

 
16 Id. (citing NYISO Apr. 30, 2020 Filing at 13; Johnson Aff ¶ 18). 
17 Id. ¶ 22. 
18 Id. ¶ 23.  
19 Mot. for Leave to Answer and Answer and Supporting Comments of IPPNY and the Elec. Power Supply Ass’n, 
Ex. 1, Suppl. Aff. of Mark D. Younger (“Younger Suppl. Aff.”), ¶ 14 (Mar. 23, 2022) (“IPPNY EPSA Answer”), 
Accession No. 20220323-5239; see Deficiency Response to Question 2a at 14–16. 
20 Younger Suppl. Aff. ¶ 12. 
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be performed on a known system.”21 Moreover, as IPPNY explains, “NYISO has a voluntary 

capacity auction pursuant to which positions can be taken for six-month periods but, for most 

transactions, a spot market auction held just days before the subject month applies.”22 The result 

is that essentially every supplier that participates in the auction will already be operating.23 

Owners of in-service resources generally have incentives to offer as price-takers, so the vast 

majority of resources clear in every spot auction in which they participate.24 As NYISO 

demonstrated in its deficiency filing, historical data confirms the nearly exact alignment of the 

resource mixes utilized in the IRM study models and that receive capacity supply obligations.25  

Importantly, the Commission has repeatedly noted that the differences between the NYISO 

and neighboring multistate capacity markets make different capacity rules appropriate.26 Because 

NYISO’s market context is materially different than every other ISO/RTO, FERC should allow 

NYISO to maintain its regional differences when it evaluates NYISO’s marginal accreditation 

proposal. 

B. Marginal Accreditation is Acceptable Under the Unique Market Circumstances 
of the NYISO 

 
NRDC clarifies its position from the January 26, 2021 comments to recognize that the 

Commission could find that the marginal ELCC methodology is just and reasonable for 

 
21 Deficiency Response at 6.  
22 Younger Suppl. Aff. ¶ 8. 
23 Id.  
24 Mot. for Leave to Answer and Answer of the NYISO Market Monitoring Unit (“MMU”), at 16 (Mar. 16, 2022) 
(“MMU Answer”), Accession No. 20220316-5181. 
25 Deficiency Response at 16 (Historical data from the last three Capability Years confirms the nearly exact 
alignment—between 98.8% and 99.8%—of the resource mixes utilized in the IRM study models and those that 
receive capacity supply obligations. Id. NYISO’s prompt capacity market design thus serves to mitigate the “ex 
ante” problem caused by determining effective load carrying capability (“ELCC”) values prior to the capacity 
auction, which can lead to inaccurate ELCCs and flawed market outcomes if the resource mix to establish ELCC 
values differs from the resource mix that clears the auction. See CEA Comments at 67; id. at Ex. B at 31. While 
transitional discrepancies caused by resource entry or exit are still possible, they tend to be rare, and have a very 
limited, short-term impact before being trued up in the annual IRM study cycle. See Deficiency Response at 16.).  
26 See, e.g., NYISO, 170 FERC ¶ 61,121, ¶ 16 n.39 (Feb. 20, 2020); Calpine Corp. v. PJM, 171 FERC ¶ 61,035, ¶ 
351 n.754 (Apr. 16, 2020). 
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NYISO’s capacity market, under certain conditions, which are discussed in section C below.  

The unique circumstances of NYISO’s capacity market—a single state ISO, in a state with 

comprehensive clean energy statutory mandates, and a prompt capacity auction—all support 

FERC’s consideration of NYISO’s marginal accreditation proposal differently than it would in 

other ISOs and RTOs that do not share these traits. In New York, comprehensive state policies 

are driving the rapid transition of the resource mix to a variety of clean resources that tend to be 

highly correlated and thus have more steeply declining ELCC curves. In this context, along with 

its prompt construct, NYISO’s capacity market is both different and of lower significance than 

its neighboring multistate regional capacity markets, and efficiency of its price signals takes on 

heightened importance. NYISO’s marginal accreditation proposal could help harmonize the 

functioning of the capacity market with state programs by identifying which clean resources can 

best support maintaining resource adequacy in a given location, which can help minimize 

artificial capacity surpluses and produce more efficient, lower cost long run outcomes that 

benefit consumers as the resource mix transitions to achieve the State’s clean energy mandates.  

C. NYISO’s Marginal Accreditation Proposal has a Material Defect in the Tariff 

Although NYISO’s marginal accreditation proposal may be an acceptable conceptual 

approach in light of the particularities of the NYISO capacity market context and construct, the 

Commission cannot approve NYISO’s tariff as filed because—as NYISO,27 MMU,28 and New 

York Transmission Owners (“NYTOs”)29 each admit—the proposal creates a defect in the 

provisions setting forth the ICAP-to-UCAP translation calculation. This defect will cause 

 
27 Req. for Leave to Answer and Answer of NYISO, at 23 n.83 (Mar. 16, 2022) (“NYISO Answer”), Accession No. 
20220316-5181. 
28 MMU Answer at 8 n.14.  
29 NYTOs’ Comments on NYISO’s Resp. to Deficiency Letter and Mot. for Leave to Respond and Resp. to 
Comments (“NYTOs’ Answer”), Attach. 1, Cadwalader Aff., ¶ 15 n.7 (Mar. 16, 2022) (“Cadwalader Aff.”), 
Accession No. 20220316-5192.  
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dramatic over-procurement by artificially inflating the UCAP Requirement, which will produce 

inefficient, higher-cost outcomes that harm consumers. The tariff defect is also unduly 

discriminatory because it will disproportionally impact clean resources, which tend to be highly 

correlated, by effectively transferring the value of their “Missing MWs”30 to traditional 

resources, which tend to be less correlated. This undue discrimination against clean resources 

further makes the defective tariff provisions in direct conflict with state climate and clean energy 

mandates. While the solution to this tariff defect is relatively simple, it is essential to the 

soundness of NYISO’s marginal accreditation proposal. NYISO, MMU, and NYTOs all 

acknowledge that curing the tariff defect is necessary and assume it will happen,31 but its 

absence in the current filing is a glaring omission that renders the capacity accreditation tariff 

provisions unjust and unreasonable as filed.  

In its Filing, NYISO, relying on MMU presentations to stakeholders, asserted that “a 

marginal design would not result in capacity over-procurement because ICAP requirements are 

determined independently of the capacity accreditation methodology. The supply and demand 

side of the capacity market are both converted to UCAP using the same derating factor.”32 

Nevertheless, NYISO did not propose to change the ICAP-to-UCAP translation factor to 

properly effectuate its marginal accreditation proposal.33  

The January 21, 2021 CEA Comments showed that NYISO’s proposal results in a 

“Missing MW” problem that will systematically discriminate against highly correlated resources 

with declining ELCC values because the Missing MWs created by the marginal design will be 

 
30 NYISO marginal accreditation proposal creates “Missing MW” by redefining the UCAP of each resource to 
reflect the lower marginal value than the total quantity of perfect capacity delivered. The Missing Megawatts 
(“MWs”) represent the declining value of correlated resources and diversity benefits from synergistic resources, 
which equal the delta between total and marginal ELCC. 
31 NYISO Answer at 23 n.83; MMU Answer at 8 n.14; Cadwalader Aff. ¶ 15 n.7.  
32 NYISO Filing at 38. 
33 See id. at 33.   
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filled by resources with lower correlation (i.e., traditional resources). In their Answers, NYISO,34 

MMU,35 NYTOs,36 and EPSA/IPPNY37 all doubled down on their position that marginal 

accreditation will not result in over-procurement, generally claiming that CEAs’ Missing MWs 

problem “is not a credible concern as it is based on a mistaken understanding of NYISO’s 

planning process and capacity market rules.”38 They further provided examples to demonstrate 

that the intent of NYISO’s market design is to convert ICAP to UCAP using the same derating 

factor for both the supply and demand side of the capacity market.39   

 Despite their claims to the contrary, NYISO’s marginal accreditation proposal, as filed, 

would result in capacity over-procurement in a manner that systematically discriminates against 

highly correlated clean resources—just as CEAs described—because the proposed tariff 

revisions to implement marginal accreditation create a mismatch between the derating factors on 

the supply-side and demand-side of the market. NYISO acknowledges this in a March 16th 

presentation to stakeholders, stating that this material defect “may lead to over procurement of 

UCAP upon [Capacity Accreditation Factor] implementation.”40 As a result of this mismatch, the 

supply side of the market will be derated more than the demand side, which creates an artificially 

inflated UCAP Requirement that will drive over-procurement. In practice, this will result in a 

significant value transfer from highly correlated clean resources to less-correlated traditional 

resources.   

 
34 NYISO Answer at 23 n.83. 
35 See MMU Answer at 7. 
36 See Cadwalader Aff. ¶¶ 11–15. 
37 See Younger Suppl. Aff. ¶ 12.  
38 MMU Answer at 7. 
39 See MMU Answer at 8–9; Cadwalader Aff. ¶¶ 11–15. 
40 NYISO, Improving Capacity Accreditation, at 49 (Mar. 16, 2022) (“NYISO Presentation”),  
https://www.nyiso.com/documents/20142/29177064/Capacity%20Accreditation%2003-16-22%20v7.pdf/b26e6a99-
5f4e-29cc-c60c-47608c78c983; see id. at 46–51.  

https://www.nyiso.com/documents/20142/29177064/Capacity%20Accreditation%2003-16-22%20v7.pdf/b26e6a99-5f4e-29cc-c60c-47608c78c983
https://www.nyiso.com/documents/20142/29177064/Capacity%20Accreditation%2003-16-22%20v7.pdf/b26e6a99-5f4e-29cc-c60c-47608c78c983
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Specifically, NYISO’s proposed tariff revisions create this defect by redefining 

“Adjusted Installed Capacity” in Market Administration and Control Area Services Tariff 

(“MST”) 5.12.14.2 to sunset use of the Duration Adjustment Factor in the calculation to 

determine a resource’s accredited UCAP and replace it with the newly created Capacity 

Accreditation Factor (“CAF”) that reflects the ELCC value.41 This change to the definition of 

Adjusted Installed Capacity, however, has the unintended consequence of double counting the 

derating factor for supply in the ICAP to UCAP translation calculation, which is used to establish 

the overall UCAP requirement that is the basis for the capacity market’s demand curve.42  

NYISO’s March 16th presentation demonstrates how the tariff defect artificially inflates the 

UCAP Requirement by several gigawatts.43 Thus, as CEAs explained in initial comments, the 

NYISO’s proposal will cause over-procurement (which will not produce just and reasonable 

rates) and will systematically unduly discriminate against highly correlated resources with 

declining ELCC values because the Missing MWs created by the marginal design will be filled 

by resources with lower correlation. 

Importantly, NYISO,44 MMU,45 and NYTOs46 all acknowledge the tariff defect in 

footnotes but presume it will be resolved without explaining how. These parties also identify the 

precise fix that is needed to cure the tariff defect47—i.e., upon CAF implementation, the ICAP to 

UCAP calculation for translating the NYCA ICAP requirement in MST 5.10 and for translating 

the Locality ICAP requirements in MST 5.11.5 should each use the total Installed Capacity 

 
41 NYISO Proposal, at Attach. II, Clean Tariff § 5.12.14.2; see NYISO Filing at 33. 
42 NYISO, NYISO MST, §§ 5.10, 5.11.5 (Mar. 14, 2022), https://nyisoviewer.etariff.biz
/ViewerDocLibrary/MasterTariffs/9FullTariffNYISOMST.pdf.   
43 NYISO Presentation at 50.  
44 NYISO Answer at 23 n.83. 
45 MMU Answer at 8 n.14.  
46 NYTOs’ Answer at 7 n.7.  
47 NYISO claims its identified solution is a “preliminary view.” NYISO Answer at 23 n.83. 

https://nyisoviewer.etariff.biz/ViewerDocLibrary/MasterTariffs/9FullTariffNYISOMST.pdf
https://nyisoviewer.etariff.biz/ViewerDocLibrary/MasterTariffs/9FullTariffNYISOMST.pdf
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instead of Adjusted Installed Capacity in the ICAP to UCAP requirement translation 

calculation.48 This ensures that the same derating factor is used for the supply and demand side 

of the market. NYISO, notably, did not fix the defect when it refiled the tariff in response to the 

deficiency letter. Instead, it simply commits to “work with stakeholders to identify any such 

tariff issues, and will propose any necessary clarifications prior to the proposed effective date of 

the marginal capacity accreditation design.”49 NYISO’s loose commitment, unless made binding 

by a Commission order, is insufficient to cure the material defect contained in the proposed tariff 

provisions.     

NYISO’s proposed tariff revisions for effectuating its marginal accreditation proposal are 

unjust and unreasonable until the material defect is cured. Conditioning approval of marginal 

accreditation on addressing the tariff defect is particularly important because IPPNY/EPSA in 

their Answer reassert the initial position of NYISO and MMU that the current translation factor 

will lead to savings for consumers under Marginal Accreditation, and that tariff revisions to the 

translation factor provisions themselves are not required.50 If the material defect in the ICAP to 

UCAP translation calculation is not cured, consumers will have to pay for significant duplicative 

capacity that is overwhelmingly served by fossil resources, which would inflate costs, harm 

consumers, and function to undermine New York’s climate and clean energy laws.   

Accordingly, NRDC recommends approval of the CRM filing conditioned upon NYISO 

curing the material defect in the tariff provisions concerning the ICAP to UCAP translation 

calculation.  NYISO, the MMU, and NYTOs admitted that these changes are required for the 

proposal to function as intended. Such a condition would conform with Commission precedent 

 
48 See MMU Answer at 8 n.14; NYISO Presentation at 49, 46–51. 
49 NYISO Answer at 23 n.83.  
50 Younger Suppl. Aff. ¶ 63 (citing NYISO Filing at 41). 
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and the requirements of NRG Power Mktg., LLC v. FERC. That case found that “Although FERC 

may not unilaterally impose a new rate scheme under Section 205 . . . FERC has some authority 

to propose modifications to a utility’s proposal if the utility consents to the modifications.”51 

NRDC’s proposed condition would not impose a new rate scheme or otherwise alter the package 

of reforms that make up NYISO’s CMR filing; it would merely ensure that NYISO fixes a flaw 

it has identified in its marginal accreditation tariff provisions with a fix NYISO and the MMU 

have identified.52  

D.  Reporting Requirements are Appropriate to Ensure Marginal Accreditation is 
Properly Implemented 

 
Importantly, curing the material tariff defect alone does not ensure that marginal 

accreditation will function as its supporters claim. NYISO has already identified a host of project 

tasks and modeling considerations that need to be addressed in Phase II.53 Working through 

these complex implementation details and technical specifications with stakeholders is likely to 

identify other necessary tariff changes, as NYISO has acknowledged.54 The Commission must 

remain diligent to ensure that NYISO’s marginal accreditation is implemented in a just and 

reasonable manner, including that any other necessary tariff changes are actually filed with the 

Commission.   

In light of the fact that NYISO’s proposal is largely at a conceptual stage, in addition to 

maintaining oversight of Phase II elements that must be embodied in future tariff revisions, the 

Commission must establish clear reporting requirements to facilitate the Commission’s 

 
51 NRG Power Mktg., LLC v. FERC, 862 F.3d 108, 114 (D.C. Cir. 2017). 
52 NYISO Answer at 23 n.83; MMU Answer at 8 n.14. 
53 NYISO, Improving Capacity Accreditation: Project Kick Off (Feb. 24, 2022), 
https://www.nyiso.com/documents/20142/28687884/Capacity%20Accreditation%20Kick%20Off%2002-24-
22%20v7.pdf/5ab742c4-650b-5094-6a22-d41a2f29da6f.  
54 See NYISO Answer at 23 n.83. 

https://www.nyiso.com/documents/20142/28687884/Capacity%20Accreditation%20Kick%20Off%2002-24-22%20v7.pdf/5ab742c4-650b-5094-6a22-d41a2f29da6f
https://www.nyiso.com/documents/20142/28687884/Capacity%20Accreditation%20Kick%20Off%2002-24-22%20v7.pdf/5ab742c4-650b-5094-6a22-d41a2f29da6f
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continued oversight of the implementation process and to ensure the proper functioning of 

NYISO’s capacity market. As noted by IPPNY/EPSA:  

The NYISO Proposal comprises major changes to the NYISO’s capacity market 
design. In the past when the NYISO has implemented major changes to its market 
design, the Commission has directed the NYISO to submit informational reports. 
If the Commission feels status updates would be beneficial regarding how the 
Marginal Capacity Accreditation methodology will operate upon implementation, 
the Commission could again require the NYISO to make an informational filing 
that reports on the progress of adopting such details, the results of the studies it will 
be conducting throughout [Phase II] and the NYISO’s ultimate implementation of 
its Marginal Capacity Accreditation Methodology once such details are 
incorporated in the ISO Procedures.55 

 
As part of its recent approval of PJM’s proposed capacity accreditation tariff revisions, 

the Commission required PJM to submit such an informational filing with regard to its 

implementation of an ELCC-based accreditation methodology.56 In this vein, NRDC 

recommends that the Commission direct the NYISO to submit informational reports on the status 

and progress of Phase II, including summarizing relevant resource adequacy activities and/or 

changes made at NYSRC.  The Commission should also direct the NYISO to document the total 

load carrying capacity and marginal UCAP of each resource class when it updates the resource 

accreditation each year, and to report on differences between the resource mix assumed in the 

ICAP requirement and marginal UCAP values and the actual cleared mix, as well as the effects 

off those differences on level of procurement after each Capability Period.  

 

Dated: April 1, 2022.    Respectfully submitted, 

/s/ Christopher Casey 
Christopher Casey 
Senior Attorney 
Natural Resources Defense Council 
40 West 20th Street 

 
55 IPPNY EPSA Answer at 22. 
56 See PJM, 176 FERC ¶ 61,056, ¶ 65 (July 30, 2021). 
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New York, NY 10011 
ccasey@nrdc.org  
 
/s/ Danielle Fidler 
Danielle Fidler 
Senior Attorney 
Earthjustice 
1000 G Street, NW Suite 1001 
Washington, DC 10001  
dfidler@earthjustice.org   
 
Counsel for Natural Resources Defense Council 
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